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A System to Help Asset Allocators
Adapt to Remote Working
Ability to transition without disruption is the key to continuity
during the coronavirus.
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When coronavirus cases began to pop up in the US, no one was expecting how

fast it would spread, or how it would close offices and turn almost everyone

into telecommuters practically overnight.

In a recent survey, consulting firm Mercer found that most companies

worldwide had no plans or protocols in place in case of a global emergency

such as COVID-19, and that working remotely “will remain a crucial factor for

companies.”

When the $28 billion Employees Retirement System of Texas (Texas ERS) had

to close its offices because of the pandemic, the transition to a remote

workforce was made easier because of the operational efficiency platform it

had previously installed from Chicago-based software firm Backstop Solutions.

Although it wasn’t the main reason Texas ERS hired Backstop, a big advantage

of the system is that it can be used remotely, which has become vital during

the pandemic.

“Thankfully we are set up very well for that,” Karina Fochtman, Backstop’s

vice president of relationship management, told CIO. “People are able to access

their platform from their laptops, mobile devices, etc., so it’s easily accessible

on the go.”

A university endowment that is currently implementing Backstop said that

“while its remote capabilities were important before, they are even more

critical now,” adding that “it’s absolutely essential that we’re able to conduct

business safely from our homes right now.”

Fochtman said that another client is a chief investment officer who works

remotely half the time because he lives on the opposite coast from his team.

 She said he’s able to easily see what his team is doing and is alerted

throughout the Backstop system on what’s going on with his team to help him

stay in touch.

And another client, the A$70 billon ($40 billion) Australian pension fund

Sunsuper, frequently uses the Backstop system remotely as team members are

often traveling between Australia and Europe or the US. Fochtman said that

while they are traveling, they can update their team on what they’re doing and

share notes to “keep things moving forward and keep everyone in the loop.”

In addition to being able to use Backstop’s operational platform remotely, it

helps Anthony Curtiss, Texas ERS’ director of hedge funds, keep up to date with

what everyone on his team is doing, whom they’re meeting with, and the

ability to track investment performance.

“A lot of different groups are contributing into it, and it allows for an ability to

share information so I can see what individual group members of my team are

doing, who they’re meeting with, and go over their notes,” Curtiss said in an

interview with CIO.

Although the platform was originally intended for the hedge fund team, it has

since been expanded to include private equity, private real estate, operations,

and external managers.

“The system itself from an organizational standpoint is really efficient in

tagging things and keeping things organized,” he said, “where before we were

on a regular database and things were scattered all over the place

and sometimes held privately. After implementing Backstop it was a great

addition, and I use it and leverage it every day.”

One of the most useful aspects of the system, Curtiss said, is the liquidity

tracking feature.

“At my prior employer we had numerous funds with different terms and it was

all put into a crazy Excel spreadsheet which could lead to either mistakes or

broken formulas,” he said. “Backstop has 4,000 liquidity codes and we can

easily select one or create and easily load it and tag it to my manager, and so I

can run a nice and easy report that is visually appealing and easily interpreted

for board presentations.”

Curtiss said the system makes it easy to calculate and track performance,

whereas before if someone asked him how the portfolio was doing, he would

have to create an Excel spreadsheet and manually calculate it, which left room

for errors.

“Now when someone asks, I can easily type in estimates for our managers,” he

said. “It has the prior NAV balances and can provide it for me,” he added. “The

internal audit group really likes that the performance is formally calculated

versus using Excel which can lead to potential errors.  Internally, that was one

of many reasons Backstop was implemented.”

The main challenge for Curtiss was implementing the platform, which he said

can be challenging, and he said it took a good amount of time for his small

team to implement it.

“But once you start and you have a structure, you can customize it as you go

and develop it so once you get everything in it’s really nice to use,” he said. “It’s

just that initial hurdle you have to get over.”
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Two Cash-Holding CIOs and the
Changes They’ve Been Making
Matt Clark of SD and Mansco Perry of Minnesota have been making
some opportunistic movements.
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Opportunities seem to abound during this coronavirus crash, but we thought

we’d check in with two CIO stalwarts who have seen the markets at their worst

and, yet, have been able keep their plans at a healthy funded ratio. Both

Mansco Perry III and Matt Clark are CIOs who also are known to keep a

stockpile of opportunistic cash for market volatility. Of course, we, at CIO,

wondered what they’re up to in these markets. 

Keeping his ship steered toward stability and focusing on risk management, in

December, Perry’s Minnesota plan was worth $74.2 billion with $863 million,

or 1.2%, in cash. The aggregate funded status of Minnesota is in excess of 80%.

Clark’s $12.5 billion South Dakota plan always seems at least 100% funded, and

in December, was holding 30% in cash.

Perry recently raised his cash level to 5%. He normally kept 1% to 2% in cash,

20% in bonds (split between 10% Treasuries and 10% core), and his private

market vehicles were slightly above 15% (with a target of 25%) and have had a

large exposure to public equities, approximately 65%.

He instituted the Treasury portfolio two years ago, and says it’s been “great,”

so great, that he’s using it as a tool during this market.

After the downturn, he and his team have had plenty of discussions about

rebalancing back into equities (which is generally the policy at Minnesota).

Yet, during this time, he says, “the volatility within the equity markets has

caused me to be patient and hope for some stability (which we’ve yet to see).

Our Treasuries have continued to perform well and so have our core bonds to

a lesser extent.”

So Perry sold some of the Treasuries and bonds, as they have exceeded his

targets, and added back a minimal amount to public equities and increased his

cash to almost 5%. “We want to make sure that we have enough cash to satisfy

pension benefit payments and private market commitment obligations.” As the

volatility subsides, he plans to deploy the excess cash back into the public

equities. “While there are plenty of so-called bargains, we must remain

focused on the fact that the purpose of the portfolio is to meet our benefit

obligations and be mindful of the risks we take,” he told CIO.

He added, “While equities provide great long-term returns, our fixed income

program is there to enable us to manage the risk inherent in the portfolio. This

asset class provides diversification (provided returns in down equity market),

enables us to rebalance in that environment (buying stocks at low prices), and

ensuring that we can deliver on the promises made (meet the mission that

we’re there to accomplish). I think this approach gives equities the chance to

live for the long term.”

For Minnesota, normally the cash is there to enable the plan to pay pension

benefits, satisfy private market commitments, and, if possible, to re-balance

back into whichever asset class is below its target allocation range. “When we

have market turmoil and we believe liquidity will become scarce, we want to

make sure we can pay the benefits and satisfy the commitments. This is why

we may raise higher amounts of cash than during normal periods,” he told

CIO.

“If Minnesota rebalances, we will direct the cash to a manager to determine

which securities are being purchased in which sectors,” Perry said.

Clark has been known to follow a long-term, disciplined contrarian approach,

and has, in the past, described himself as a marathon runner enduring the
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